Abstract. Models that simulate wildland fires span a vast range of complexity; the most physically complex present a difficult supercomputing challenge that cannot be solved fast enough to become a forecasting tool. Coupled atmosphere-fire model simulations of the Big Elk Fire, a wildfire that occurred in the Colorado Front Range during 2002, are used to explore whether some factors that make simulations more computationally demanding (such as coupling between the fire and the atmosphere and fine atmospheric model resolution) are needed to capture wildland fire parameters of interest such as fire perimeter growth. In addition to a Control simulation, other simulations remove the feedback to the atmospheric dynamics and use increasingly coarse atmospheric resolution, including some that can be computed in faster than real time on a single processor. These simulations show that, although the feedback between the fire and atmosphere must be included to capture accurately the shape of the fire, the simulations with relatively coarse atmospheric resolution (grid spacing 100-500 m) can qualitatively capture fire growth and behavior such as surface and crown fire spread and smoke transport. A comparison of the computational performance of the model configured at these different spatial resolutions shows that these can be performed faster than real time on a single computer processor. Thus, although this model still requires rigorous testing over a wide range of fire incidents, it is computationally possible to use models that can capture more complex fire behavior (such as rapid changes in intensity, large fire whirls, and interactions between fire, weather, and topography) than those used currently in the field and meet a faster-than-real-time operational constraint.
Introduction
Wildland fire modeling encompasses a wide range of complexity. The simplest conceptual models are based on experience and intuition from past fires and can be used to anticipate imminent fire behavior. At the next level of complexity are tools such as BEHAVE (Andrews 1986 ) and BEHAVE Plus (Andrews et al. 2003) , which are based on the semiempirical Rothermel (1972) equations for fire spread rate, flame length and intensity. These equations are founded on the work of Fons (1946) and Emmons (1963) and formulate the quasi-steady equilibrium spread rate for a surface fire on flat ground in no-wind conditions. They are calibrated using data from piles of sticks burned in a flame chamber/ wind tunnel to represent other wind and slope conditions for the fuel complexes tested. Similar relationships have been developed for the Canadian Fire Behavior Prediction system (Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group 1992) and others based on Australasian fuel complexes (Noble et al. 1980; Cheney et al. 1993; Catchpole et al. 1999) for quick estimation of fundamental parameters of interest such as fire spread rate, flame length and fireline intensity of surface fires at a point for specific fuel complexes, assuming a representative point-location wind and terrain slope. Asenio and Ferragut (2002) presented a two-dimensional (horizontal and vertical direction) combustion model based on conservation laws that include radiation, convection, pyrolysis and reactions of volatile gases. Its limitations are that it currently lacks coupling with the Navier-Stokes equations for modeling fluid motion and that parameters must be calibrated with data.
Because the shape of the fireline does not come from the physics of these models, certain assumptions must be made to shape the fire growth. Richards (1994 Richards ( , 1995 and Richards and Bryce (1995) developed a set of equations that describe the propagation of a fire front assuming an elliptical shape that expands based on Huygens' Principle of wave propagation and can be used to represent the shape of the spreading fire. Two-dimensional fire growth models such as FARSITE (Finney 1998) and Prometheus, the Canadian wildland fire growth model designed to work in Canadian fuel complexes, have been developed that use Huygens' Principle and apply semi-empirical spread rate formulas such as those of Rothermel (1972) and other relationships regarding ground-to-crown transitions to calculate fire spread and other parameters along the surface.
Although more sophisticated applications (Roe et al. 2001; Fujioka 2002; Jones et al. 2003; Zeller et al. 2003 ) used a three-dimensional numerical weather prediction system to provide inputs such as wind velocity to a fire growth model, this was a passive input and the feedback of the fire on the atmospheric wind and humidity were not accounted for.
More complex physical models join computational fluid dynamics or numerical weather prediction models with a wildland fire component and allow the fire to feed back on the atmosphere. The atmospheric models solve the prognostic Navier-Stokes equations of fluid motion for two-or three-dimensional components of momentum, a continuity equation to assure fluid mass is conserved, a prognostic thermodynamic equation, and may include equations for cloud microphysical quantities, as well as a wildland fire component that represents either the spread rate and intensity of the fire using parameterized empirical formulas or some parameterization of the combustion processes in the fire. These models include Clark et al. (1996a Clark et al. ( , 1996b Los Alamos FIRETEC, (Linn et al. 2002) , the Fire Dynamics Simulator (Evans et al. 2003; McGrattan 2004) and, to some degree, the two-dimensional model PIF97 (Dupuy and Larini 1999; Porterie et al. 2000) . These tools have different emphases and have been applied to better understand the fundamental aspects of fire behavior, such as effect of fuel inhomogeneities on fire behavior (Linn et al. 2002) , feedbacks between the fire and the atmospheric environment as the basis for the universal fire shape (Coen et al. 2001; Clark et al. 2004) , and fire spread at the community scale (Evans et al. 2003) . The cost of added physical complexity is a dramatic increase in computational cost, so much so that a full three-dimensional explicit treatment of combustion in wildland fuels (so-called direct numerical simulation (DNS)) at scales relevant for atmospheric modeling does not exist and is beyond current supercomputers. So, even these more complex models parameterize the fire in some way-for example, Clark et al. (1996a Clark et al. ( , 1996b use the Rothermel (1972) equations to calculate local fire spread rates using fire-modified local winds and, although FIRETEC and FDS carry prognostic conservation equations for the reacting fuel and oxygen concentrations, the computational grid cannot be fine enough to resolve the reaction rate-limiting mixing of fuel and oxygen, so approximations must be made concerning the subgrid-scale temperature distribution or the combustion reaction rates themselves. The limitations on fire modeling are not solely computational. At this level of complexity, the models encounter limits in knowledge about the composition of pyrolysis products and reaction pathways, in addition to gaps in basic understanding about some aspects of fire behavior such as fire spread in live fuels and surface-to-crown fire transition.
Thus, while more complex models have value in studying fire behavior and testing fire spread in a range of scenarios as research tools, FARSITE and Palm-based applications of BEHAVE have shown great utility as practical in-the-field tools because of their ability to provide estimates of fire behavior in real time. While the coupled fire-atmosphere models can represent the ability of the fire to affect its own local weather and many aspects of the explosive, unsteady nature of fires and extreme fire behavior that cannot be incorporated in current tools, it remains a challenge to apply these more complex models in a faster-than-real-time operational environment, primarily because fine resolution is assumed to be necessary to better capture the physical processes of the fire. Also, although they have reached a certain degree of realism when simulating specific natural fires, they must yet address issues such as identifying what specific, relevant operational information they could provide beyond current tools, how the simulation time could fit the operational time frame for decisions (i.e. they must run substantially faster than real time for real-sized problems), what temporal and spatial resolution must be used by the model, and how they will estimate the inherent uncertainty in numerical weather prediction in their forecast. If these models are to go beyond use for scientific understanding to application in an operational setting, these 'operational constraints' must be used to steer model development.
This work addresses two primary factors that increase the physical complexity and the computational requirements of coupled atmosphere-fire models, specifically the feedback between the fire and the atmosphere and the atmospheric grid resolution. It describes the numerical model and its input, application to a sample incident, results and computational performance over a range of atmospheric grid resolutions, and the implications for doing this type of simulation in an operational (and therefore faster-than-real-time) manner, posing questions and issues that can be used to guide future work.
Weather and fire behavior
The Big Elk Fire ignited on 17 July 2002 at 1449 LST near Pinewood Springs, Colorado (ignition point: 40 • 17 2 N, 105 • 22 59 W) and burned in heavy timber in rough terrain, with daytime temperatures 27-32 • C in historic extremes of low fuel moisture conditions due to prolonged drought. On 17 July, the fire burned aggressively throughout the afternoon into the evening in closed canopy conifer on the eastern-and south-eastern-facing slopes, with steep slopes of 50 to over 70%. Fire behavior included intense surface fire runs, active backing, torching and sustained crown fire runs upslope to the north-west toward Kenny Mountain at the fire's head. Environmental winds were light and slope-driven with light upslope winds of 2-3 m s −1 by day and weak downslope winds at night. Minimum relative humidities of 10-15% were common for the first 5 days of the fire. The fire behavior subsided at night, although relative humidity recovery was weak. Fire behavior was similar on 18 July 2002 ( Fig. 1 ) with intense crown runs and spotting 400-600 m. Much of the downed woody fuel was burned completely. A cool, moist air mass arrived 20-21 July, slowing fire growth. When contained, area burned was estimated at 1780 ha.
Numerical model
The National Center for Atmospheric Research's coupled atmosphere-fire model is described in detail in Clark et al. (1996a Clark et al. ( , 1996b Clark et al. ( , 2004 . An atmospheric prediction model has been coupled with an empirical fire spread model such that sensible and latent heat fluxes from the fire feed back to the atmosphere and affects the temperature, pressure and, subsequently, the winds around the fire, while these modified winds around the fire in turn drive the fire propagation. This wildfire simulation model can thus represent the complex interactions between a fire and local winds.
Atmospheric model component
The meteorological model (Clark 1977 (Clark , 1979 Clark and Hall 1991, 1996 ) is a three-dimensional non-hydrostatic numerical model based on the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid momentum, a thermodynamic equation, and a continuity equation that assures the conservation of mass. Vertically stretched terrain-following coordinates are used to improve airflow over mountainous topography. Large-scale atmospheric motions (like cold fronts, low pressure systems and pressure troughs) can be introduced to the modeling domain using any large-scale gridded atmospheric analysis data or forecast to initialize the outer domain and update lateral boundary conditions. Two-way interactive nested modeling domains telescope down to the meter-sized fine dynamic scales of vortices in the fireline through horizontal and vertical grid refinement. The increased interception of solar heating by slopes oriented toward the sun is accounted for using the scheme developed by Clark and Gall (1982) . Cloud microphysical processes are treated using a bulk two-species (cloud droplets and rain) parameterization for liquid hydrometeors and a three-category (ice crystal, pristine snow and graupel/hail) parameterization for ice particles.
Fire model component
The wildland fire component of the model consists of surface fire, crown fire, the gradual consumption of fuel complexes once ignited, and the release of heat, water vapor and smoke fluxes into the atmosphere. Local fire spread rates depend on the modeled wind components through an application of the Rothermel (1972) fire spread rate formula or, for Australian fuel complexes, those presented by Noble et al. (1980) . A BURNUP-type algorithm (Albini 1994 ) characterizes the consumption of fuel mass with time. At the earth's surface, each atmospheric grid cell is subdivided into fuel cells. Four tracers, assigned to each fuel cell, define a quadrilateral that identifies burning areas of fuel cells and defines the fire front, the interface between burning and unignited fuel. A contour advection scheme assures fireline consistency between cells and avoids any ghosting effects (Richards 1994) .
The surface fire may dry and then, if a threshold heat flux is exceeded, ignite the canopy above, if present. The surface fire and canopy fire are currently collocated-the model does not currently allow for a running crown fire, where the crown fire spreads independently of a surface fire. A simple treatment that approximates the distribution of heat into the atmosphere by radiation is used; it characterizes the effect of the fire on the atmosphere over the fire using an exponential decay with height, distributing the sensible and latent heat fluxes from both the surface and crown fire over an e-folding length corresponding to the lowest grid points of the atmosphere. For the canopy fire, the heat fluxes are released at and above the canopy height. The e-folding length used here is 50 m; previous work by Clark et al. (1996a) shows that the model results are not very sensitive to this parameter. (Also, infrared imagery observations of crown fires estimate the e-folding length to be about 50 m.) This parameterized treatment of surface fire spread and canopy ignition removes the need for explicitly modeling the radiative transfer that would otherwise be needed to represent the heat transfer from the fire to the fuels and atmosphere. These heat fluxes modify the temperature, pressure, and the winds around the fire. These modified winds are, in turn, used in the fire spread formula. The fire component is discussed in more detail in Clark et al. (2004) . Nelson (2002) and McAlpine et al. (1991) presented methods for determining a representative wind speed for input to fire growth models. Such models often employ a 'mid-flame wind speed', U . In coupled atmosphere-fire modelling, it is not practicable to identify U because the mid-flame velocities are primarily vertical, so U ≈ 0. A single background wind cannot adequately represent the environment as the fire dramatically alters the winds in its environment. Using fine grids and interpolation, one may calculate the wind speed normal to the fireline very close to the line itself; however, because the fireline is a point of convergence of winds from ahead and behind the fire, the horizontal wind is effectively zero. Thus, the user must select a distance behind the fireline (along a line normal to the local fireline front) and a height at which wind speeds spread rate calculation will be taken; here, 2 m behind the line and fuel height respectively. As noted earlier, the Rothermel (1972) formulas for surface fire spread rate that this model and other tools use are calibrated using laboratory experiments that cover a limited parameter space. The sensitivity of the simulated behavior to these parameters reflects the range of experiments used in the development of the model. In particular, extrapolation of the formula to high wind speeds, for example, produces unnatural fire spread rates. Thus, like other applications of this formula, the maximum wind speed input is capped, here, at 10 m s −1 .
Having calculated the flaming front spread rate, the rate at which fuel is consumed once ignited is described using a mass loss parameterization, where the mass remaining as a function of time was assumed to decrease exponentially, an approximation to the general mass loss curves produced by the BURNUP algorithm, according to the formula:
where F is the fraction of fuel that has been burned, t is time since ignition, and W is a weighting factor assumed representative of each fuel model that determines how fast the fuel mass is consumed. Equation (1) means that recently ignited fuel loses mass rapidly, while later the fractional mass loss rate is slower. Flashy fuels such as grass are characterized by W on the order of 10, corresponding to their rapid burn-out time, while fuel complexes composed of larger fuel elements are better characterized by W on the order of 500, indicating a prolonged heat release. The fire 'goes out' when the mass remaining after ignition approaches an infinitesimally small number and the heat flux from that fuel grid cell approaches zero.
In each time step, the fireline (the interface between burning and unignited fuel) spreads partially through a fuel cell, so locations within the cell will have been burning different lengths of time. To determine the total mass loss over a time step and therefore the heat released into the atmosphere, eqn (1) is integrated over the time step to calculate the currently remaining fuel mass (see Clark et al. 2004 for details) .
Smoke is currently treated crudely, as a placeholder for a more detailed, speciated emissions representation, and is meant to indicate where smoke is produced, how thick it may be, and how deeply and where it is transported. It is treated as a tracer field with no fall velocity that is released at concentrations proportional to the mass burned; specifically, 2% of fuel mass burned at each time step is released into the lowest grid levels of the model, whence it is lofted and transported in the buoyant, fire-modified winds.
This model has the potential to represent processes beyond what other models that passively ingest atmospheric winds can. The feedback between the fire and atmosphere makes it possible to evaluate the cause of rapid changes of wind in the fire environment, the formation of large, burning fire whirls like those that occurred during the Missionary Ridge fire of 2002, and blow-ups. However, the possibility of these feedbacks raises questions. Must models capture the two-way feedback between a fire and the atmosphere to simulate fire behavior accurately? If the fire feedbacks do cause local perturbations in the environment, how fine a spatial resolution is necessary to model fires? Still, some important stochastic processes governing wildland fires such as long-range spotting cannot be captured deterministically by this or any other model; they may be represented only in a probabilistic sense. No representation of long-range spotting is currently included.
Numerical experiment design
This section describes the input for simulations of periods during the Big Elk Fire. This case is used as a demonstration of this process. The three environmental factors that influence fire behavior are the primary inputs to the model.
Topography
Three arc second North America topography data are used. Terrain in this location is steep with slopes of 70%. The location of domains and local topography is shown in Fig. 2 .
Weather
The large-scale atmospheric environment can be introduced into the model from either a single atmospheric upper air sounding or three-dimensional gridded large-scale model data (either the analyses for a post-incident study, or the forecast from a meso-or synoptic-scale numerical weather prediction model for predictions). In this case, a locally run daily MM5 forecast (http://rain.mmm.ucar.edu) for the period from 17 July 2002 1200 UTC to 18 July 2002 1800 UTC is used to initialize the finer-scale atmosphere-fire model. The 3-hourly output of the 10 km MM5 modeling domain is used to initialize the outermost computational domain of the coupled atmosphere-fire model and update the boundary conditions, thereby introducing mesoscale and synoptic scale features into the simulation. A surface fire is then ignited in the coupled atmosphere-fire model at 1449 LST at the observed ignition point, and the evolving atmosphere and fire behavior simulated until 2200 LST on 17 July. The heat from both surface and crown fires is deposited into the atmosphere over a 50 m extinction depth. Previous studies (Clark et al. 1996a) show little sensitivity to this parameter. Solar heating plays an important role in local circulations in this area, with sensible heat fluxes on clear days of 400 W m −2 . In the model, the surface experiences a heating due to solar radiation depending on its orientation relative to the sun, thus east-facing slopes warm in the rising sun.
Fuel
At the surface, atmospheric grid cells are horizontally subdivided into fuel cells.The fuel characteristics required for the Rothermel (1972) surface fire growth equations are required for each cell, include the surface fuel model, fuel load, fuel depth, surface area-to-volume ratio, fuel moisture content of extinction, fuel density, mineral content and the heat content, as well as the canopy height. In contrast with Clark et al. (2004) and previous applications of this model, the surface fuel category and canopy coverage if any varies spatially from fuel cell to fuel cell. Currently, for simplicity but also because of the lack of quantitative data on the spatial variability of fuel loading, the set of fuel characteristics is assigned the most appropriate of the 13 Anderson (1982) fuel models for surface fire behavior. The fuel models are mapped based on the land cover type data and vegetation genera of the Colorado GAP analysis (Thompson et al. 1996) , which is based primarily on Landsat Thematic Mapper images (30-m pixels), with guidance from the incident report (Close 2002) . Thirty-meter grids were used for this study. A thorough discussion of the technique used for deriving fuel models and the atmospherefire model sensitivity to spatial variability in the fuel models will be presented separately. As discussed by Sandberg et al. (2001) , these stylized fuel models were meant to approximately represent natural fuel bed properties, and accurate quantitative fuel properties must await databases and fuel classification systems such as those of Ottmar et al. (2003) .
Fuel characteristics used in this experiment are given in Table 1 . For this Colorado fire, the typical surface Anderson fuel models are grass with understory (category 2) and the timber litter categories 8 and 10. Canopy loads are estimated based on the tree genera. The process for developing the fuel characteristics used here and the sensitivity of results to the fuel characteristics will be described elsewhere.
The fuel moisture treatment also differs from Clark et al. (2004) and other uses of this model. Rather than applying a fuel moisture that remains constant throughout the simulation, but lacking specific onsite fuel moisture measurements, this simulation represents temporal variability in the surface fuel moisture m(t) using an approximation to the diurnal variability illustrated by Viney and Catchpole (1991) :
where m is the average daily fuel moisture (in percent of oven dry mass), B is the amplitude of the daily variability, ω = π/12 h −1 , and t o represents the displacement of the fuel moisture cycle from the local 24-h clock. Due to the extremely dry conditions, lack of precipitation or condensation, or other complicating atmospheric impacts, this approximates the variability due to the primary process, the adsorption and desorption of water vapor from the fuel. Based on local surface stations recording maximum relative humidities at approximately 0330 LST, minimum relative humidities at 1530 LST, and assuming no significant lag in this representative fuel moisture, t o = 21.5 h. The variables m and B are set to 7% and 2, respectively, producing a range of fuel moisture that peaks at 9% at 0300 LST and reaches a minimum of 5% at 1530. For comparison, estimates of 1000-h dead fuel moisture are given in the incident report for this period as 8-11%, with live fuel moistures given as 95-103%. Development of a generalized treatment for fuel moisture that responds to the modeled atmospheric conditions including temperature, humidity, precipitation and ventilation by winds is in progress. Ultimately, the fuel categories, fuel loading and state (fuel moisture) must be derived using a combination of remote sensing techniques (e.g. Roberts et al. 1999) , surface sensor networks and in situ ground data to capture quantitatively their spatial and temporal variability. 
Simulation configuration
These idealized experiments examine a fire simulated using 4-6 nested domains. The outermost domain has 10 km horizontal grid spacing, corresponding to the MM5 domain that is used to initialize it (28 × 38; 50 vertical grid points), while inner domains nest down at a 3 : 1 nesting ratio giving domain 4 a horizontal grid spacing of 370 m (50 × 50; 52 vertical grid points), and domain 6 a grid spacing of 41 m (128 × 128; 40 vertical grid points) ( Table 2 ). The stretched vertical grid is also nested providing finer resolution in inner domains. In addition to simulating the fine-scale meteorology and fire behavior in the early periods of the Big Elk fire, several sensitivity tests were performed (Table 2) . First, to determine the resolution needed for simulating wildfires, experiments varied the finest atmospheric grid resolution. This was done by running simulations with three (finest horizontal grid spacing: 1111 m) to six (finest horizontal grid spacing: 41 m) inner domains. The fire was contained in the innermost domain of each simulation, which had 15 × 15 fuel cells within each atmospheric grid volume. Coarser resolutions require fewer grid points and can be run much faster, but do not resolve fine-scale fireline features, which may be an important part of fire propagation .
Second, experiments neglected the feedback of heat and water vapor from the fire into the atmospheric model to test whether it is necessary to include the atmosphere-fire coupling that creates locally strong winds. This feedback is what allows fires to 'create their own weather'. Without this feedback, the fire is purely driven by ambient atmospheric winds and is essentially what fire spread calculations made using mesoscale model winds (e.g. Zeller et al. 2003) would produce if they could be run at these fine spatial scales. Comparing this No-feedback simulation with the Control simulation forecasts (which do not include the fire) shows whether models may err significantly by not including this effect.
Results
Several frames from the simulation of the first 7 h of the Big Elk Fire using six domains (experiment Control in Table 2 ) are shown in Fig. 3a-d . The actual fire progression is shown in Fig. 4 . The general progression of events, captured in the simulation, was the production of upslope winds due to solar heating of the mountain slopes (Fig. 3a) and ignition of fire in the valley (Fig. 3b) . The surface fire dried the canopy and, due to the intense burning and surface fuel loads, produced a large enough heat flux to ignite the canopy overhead. The fire spread rapidly upslope to the north-west (Fig. 3c) under the influence of upslope winds and fireinduced convective winds. The fire spread slower later in the day as fuel moisture increased, as winds subsided, and as the fire reached gentler slopes near the top of Kenny Mountain (Fig. 3d) . It is important to emphasize that the simulated fire is driven by the small-scale, solar-heating-driven winds (weak 3 m s −1 upslope) and the convective heating produced by the fire. Mesoscale models do not capture this valley flow, as the valley itself is narrower than one typical grid length and much steeper than most such models can use without severe filtering. These small-scale winds are also an important component of the nocturnal lay-down, as the fuel moisture increase alone (in reality, a response to decreasing atmospheric temperature and increasing specific humidity) cannot completely represent this effect.
As pointed out in past work (Coen et al. 2001; Clark et al. 2004) , the feedback from the fire itself into the atmosphere creates the 'universal fire shape', including head, flank and backing regions of the fire. Figure 5 shows this effect on this fire. The fire spreads slowly unless local winds are directing it into unignited fuel. As the fire expands and ignites fuel at the head, the buoyancy from the fire forms an updraft ahead of the fire that draws air in at its base, drawing winds toward the head, and leading the head of the fire into unignited fuel. This self-perpetuating fire-affected wind pattern creates the rapidly spreading head, the flanks where the wind blows along the fireline (neither driving nor opposing its growth into fresh fuel), and the creeping backing region, where the wind blows against the fireline, opposing its spread into unburned fuel. Figure 6 shows the difference between the Control and Nofeedback simulation in the vertical velocity field and the wind vectors at 18 m above surface, i.e. the 'feedback effect'. The primary effect is a wide updraft region of 2-8 m s −1 at and ahead of the fire, accompanied by confluence of low-level horizontal winds into the base of the updrafts, fed by downdrafts of 2-3 m s −1 . Once one accepts that the fire releases heat into the atmosphere, these flow affects are required by the principles of fluid dynamics. (This further supports the claim made earlier that there is not a representative 'background wind' near a fire that is not affected by it.) However, Fig. 6 also shows that the fire affects the winds farther from the fire and, in fact, throughout the 6.7 km 2 domain, perturbing horizontal and vertical wind components by 2-4 m s −1 . Figure 7 shows that including this feedback of the fire on the environmental winds (Fig. 7a) produces a much differentshaped fire than neglecting this effect (Fig. 7b) , because the effect of the feedback is to concentrate fire growth at the head and create winds parallel to the interface between the fire and fresh fuel at the flanks, thereby limiting the growth there.
Simulations over a range of atmospheric grid resolutions (Table 2 : experiments 3DOM-5DOM and Control) suggest that, while such studies provide interesting insight into fire behavior, they are not essential for capturing many important aspects of fire behavior, such as fire growth (spread rate, direction, crown fire ignition, fire shape, etc.). Simulations testing the resolution of the atmospheric grid spacing show that, surprisingly, the four-domain simulation captured the overall spread of the fire nearly as well as the six-domain simulation. The primary difference is that the coarse simulations overestimated the spread rate of the fire (Fig. 8) relative to the simulations that nest to finer resolution. This is because, with coarser atmospheric grid spacing, wind velocities both in the horizontal and vertical directions must be interpolated from grid points farther away. Comparing horizontal and vertical grid refinement, the vertical grid refinement near the surface appears more important, because, as shown in Fig. 8 , 5 DOM and Control (six domains), which have the same vertical grid, produce essentially the same fire growth rate. In addition, the perturbation due to the fire is more diluted when applied over a larger grid volume. Thus, the fire does not focus the winds near the fire so sharply at the head.
Conclusions
These simulations are designed to guide further model development toward useful tools that may give advance knowledge of wildland fire behavior and spread. They show that the coupling between the fire and atmosphere is shown to be an important force that affects the winds at least 5 km from the fire and shapes the overall fire perimeter growth and therefore must be included. Although this effect will always be present, the magnitude and range of this effect will vary from case to case. However, fairly coarse simulations (by detailed fire model standards, although still very fine by numerical weather prediction standards) on the order of 100-500 m horizontal grid spacing can capture valuable fire behavior information such as spread rates, spread direction and some elements of extreme fire behavior (such as the occurrence of crown fires, although transitory phenomena such as small-scale fire whirls cannot be resolved at these scales). Past simulations (often at 10-20 m horizontal grid spacing over 2-4 km wide domains) (Clark et al. 1996a (Clark et al. , 1996b have shown a great deal of intense, very small-scale bursts, vortices and runs associated with the fireline. To apply resolutions such as those on the scale of real fires would make the prospect of real-time simulations daunting on single-processor machines. The result that configurations with 100-500 m horizontal grid spacing capture the overall spread of the fire is significant because this model configuration covering a domain large enough to span an actual wildfire runs over six times faster than real time on a single Alpha 866 Hz processor. Thus, faster-than-real-time predictive simulations of wildfires are currently possible with this coupled atmosphere-fire model. The six-domain simulation runs eight times slower than real time; however, neither of these configurations was optimized for speed. Implementing the model in a distributed-memory parallel-computing environment, which is still in progress, could reduce the computing time by factors corresponding approximately to the number of processors used and the relative processor speed.
